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Abstract

Fibropapillomatosis (FP) is a sea turtle disease characterized by benign tumor

development on the skin, eyes, and/or internal organs. It primarily affects

juvenile green turtles (Chelonia mydas) in coastal foraging sites. The Indian River

Lagoon (IRL), Florida, USA, is a coastal green turtle foraging site where the

observed FP annual rate averaged 49% between 1983 and 2018. While FP is no

longer considered a major cause of sea turtle mortality and most individuals fully

recover, the overall dynamics of this disease are poorly understood because prior

disease history is unknown for individuals without FP at capture time, and future

disease outcome is unknown for individuals with FP at capture time. To better

evaluate FP dynamics for green turtles in the IRL, we developed a hierarchical

model for predicting disease state change. We used data from 4149 captures of

3700 individual green turtles captured in the IRL. The hierarchical disease state

model contained two levels: Level 1 modeled whether an individual would

develop FP, and Level 2 modeled disease state progression, including states for

pre-FP affliction, active FP affliction, and full recovery from FP. From the hierar-

chical model, we estimated 99.8% (95% credibility intervals 99.1%–100%) of juve-
nile green turtles in the IRL developed FP, indicating that nearly every

individual in the IRL is affected by this disease. The model also suggested that

turtles quickly developed FP upon recruitment to the IRL and then recovered at

different rates, with most completely recovering before emigrating from the IRL

as they mature. This is the first analysis of long-term sea turtle data suggesting

nearly every turtle in an aggregation both develops and recovers from FP.
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INTRODUCTION

Fibropapillomatosis (FP) is a sea turtle disease found in
every ocean basin and documented in all seven species in

this group (Herbst, 1994, reviewed in K. Jones
et al., 2016). FP affects juvenile green turtles (Chelonia
mydas) in coastal habitats and is characterized by the
proliferation of benign tumors on the skin, eyes, and/or
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internal organs of afflicted individuals (see Figure 1)
(Herbst, 1994; Lucké, 1938; Smith & Coates, 1938). Severe
tumors may impair an individual by hindering locomo-
tion, obstructing vision, and disrupting organ functions
(Brooks et al., 1994; Chaloupka et al., 2008; Foley et al.,
2005; Herbst, 1994). These and other complications from
FP can be the cause of death for some turtles (Chaloupka
et al., 2008; Flint et al., 2010; Work et al., 2004). However,
FP does not appear to be a major cause of mortality in sea
turtles overall (Borrowman, 2008; Patrício et al., 2011;
Hargrove et al., 2016; reviewed in K. Jones et al., 2016).
Full regression of FP tumors occurs naturally (Ehrhart,
1991; Hirama & Ehrhart, 2007; Machado Guimar~aes
et al., 2013; Patrício et al., 2016), and most turtles afflicted
with FP fully recover from the disease (Hargrove
et al., 2016; Patrício et al., 2016). The causes of FP are
unclear, but are likely a multifactorial etiology involving
an infectious pathogen along with environmental and
immunological factors (Aguirre, 1991; Herbst, 1994).
Chelonid herpesvirus 5 (ChHV5) is significantly associated
with FP tumors (Herbst et al., 1995; Quackenbush et al.,
1998). Green turtles typically become infected with
ChHV5 and develop FP while still immature and occupy-
ing coastal developmental foraging sites (Ene et al., 2005;
Foley et al., 2005; Herbst, 1994; Hirama & Ehrhart, 2007;
Patrício et al., 2016). Green turtles have several distinct life
stages, spending the first couple years of their lives in off-
shore habitats, then shifting to coastal habitats as larger
juveniles and eventually moving on to adult foraging sites

near maturity (Lutz et al., 1997; Mansfield, Wyneken, &
Luo, 2021). Fibropapillomatosis is common in the coastal
juvenile life stage of green turtles and is absent or rare in
other life stages (reviewed in K. Jones et al., 2016).

The Indian River Lagoon (IRL) is a mixed-stock juve-
nile green turtle foraging site on the east central coast of
Florida, USA (Bagley, 2003) in the western North Atlan-
tic. It is also the location of a long-term (1982–present)
sea turtle mark–recapture program conducted by the
University of Central Florida Marine Turtle Research
Group (UCFMTRG). Over the course of this IRL study,
over 3000 green turtles were captured and the prevalence
of FP among these turtles averaged 49% (Hirama &
Ehrhart, 2007). The duration of this study, number of
captures, and high FP prevalence make this dataset one
of the largest and most complete FP datasets for green
turtles at a single site. Despite these extensive data,
assessing the dynamics of FP remains difficult because of
multiple unknowns related to sampling. Recapture rates
in the IRL are just 10% for green turtles, thus long-term
FP histories across multiple captures are relatively lim-
ited. If a turtle is captured without FP, no straightforward
method exists to determine whether the turtle did or did
not previously have FP and subsequently recover. Testing
for ChHV5, the putative pathogen of FP, is not reliable
for nontumor tissues (Lawrance et al., 2018; Page-Karjian
et al., 2015; Quackenbush et al., 2001) further limiting
insight for turtles without visible external FP tumors at
the time of sampling. More information on probable

F I GURE 1 Images of juvenile green turtles afflicted with fibropapillomatosis. Photograph credit: Jake Kelley; UCFMTRG (permits

NMFS #19508 and Florida MTP-231)
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disease state for each turtle capture (healthy, afflicted
with FP, recovered from FP) would allow for advance-
ments in our understanding of FP dynamics including
questions about why some turtles get FP but not others,
timing of FP progression, and what factors affect the
severity and length of time of individual FP affliction.
Here, we developed a hierarchical model for disease state
that provides insights into FP dynamics in the IRL. This
model can be extended to further assessments of FP on a
global scale.

METHODS

Study site and long-term data collection

The UCFMTRG conducted netting sessions for sea turtle
sampling in the IRL (approximately 27.8312 N, �80.4395 W;
Figure 2) starting in 1982 (Ehrhart et al., 2007). These sam-
pling sessions typically occurred twice a month; 961 sessions
occurred from 1982 through 2018. During each sampling
event, UCFMTRG captured turtles using a 455-m-long large-
mesh entanglement net that had a soak time of up to 3 h per
session (Ehrhart et al., 2007). All captured turtles were tagged
(flipper tags and/or PIT tags) using standardized protocols
(Balazs, 1999) to keep track of individuals during any sub-
sequent captures. Data we collected from each turtle and
each capture event included straight carapace length (SCL,
a standard size measurement for turtles; Bolten, 1999), FP
status (presence/absence of external FP tumors), and cap-
ture date. We used data from 4149 captures of 3700 indi-
viduals from 1983 to 2018 in our analyses. We verified
there were no major and obvious errors (besides small
measurement error) in recorded SCL values and excluded
any capture data with missing SCL values. Because tran-
sient adult green turtles were occasionally captured, we
also excluded turtles greater than 79.9 cm SCL from our
dataset to minimize mixing animals at contrasting devel-
opmental stages.

Data summarization and initial statistical
analyses

We summarized the data and conducted all statistical ana-
lyses using the program R version 3.5.2 (R Core Develop-
ment Team, 2018). This included creating histograms and
plots of FP status variation by size (SCL), season, and year.
We defined northern hemisphere seasons by monthly
groupings, where March–May were grouped as spring,
June–August were grouped as summer, September–
November were grouped as fall, and December–February
were grouped as winter.

We used logistic regression models to investigate the
interactive effects of size (SCL) and season on probability
of FP occurrence. Because of the nonlinear shape of their
relationship, we evaluated FP status as a quadratic poly-
nomial function of logarithm-transformed SCL consider-
ing variation among seasons. We compared four models:
one with interactive effects of SCL and season, one with
additive effects of SCL and season, one with just SCL,
and one with just season.

We ran the models in a Bayesian framework using
the program OpenBUGS version 3.2.3 via the R package
R2OpenBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000; Sturtz et al., 2005). We
used uninformed priors and set the MCMC settings to
three chains of 3000 iterations with a 1000-iteration
burn-in and chains thinned by two. We verified conver-
gence of the model by inspecting trace plots and verifying
Rhat values were less than 1.1 for all parameters. We
evaluated goodness of fit by inspecting graphical plots of
posterior predictive checks. We used deviance informa-
tion criterion (DIC) values to compare the models and
evaluated the results for the model with the lowest DIC.

Hierarchical modeling of FP state

Recapture rates in the IRL are relatively low, with most
individuals only captured one or two times. Low recap-
ture rates limit direct insight on disease status and pro-
gression over time for each turtle in the IRL because each
capture represents a narrow snapshot of an individual’s
time in the IRL. Thus, to allow for inference on FP state
with limited recapture data, we developed a Bayesian
hierarchical model to predict FP state of green turtle cap-
tures based on SCL. By using SCL as an explanatory vari-
able, we assumed that size-specific capture probabilities did
not vary between FP and non-FP turtles (see “Discussion”
for more detail on how this could affect results). To estab-
lish our FP states of interest, we defined State 0 as having
not yet developed FP, State 1 as having FP, and State 2 as
having fully cleared FP (see Figure 3). Because data were
not available for disease state at every capture, we devel-
oped a dataset for FP state based on available information,
where each turtle capture was assigned a binomial value for
each FP state (0 for not belonging to that state, 1 for belong-
ing to that state, and NA if not enough information to
assign a value for that state). Every turtle captured with FP
was assigned to State 1, and those without FP were assigned
as not belonging to State 1. However, for turtles captured
without FP, it is impossible to tell if that capture is State
0 or State 2 without appropriate recapture data. If a turtle
captured without FP had a subsequent capture with FP, the
capture was assigned to State 0. Likewise, if a turtle cap-
tured without FP had a preceding capture with FP, that

ECOSPHERE 3 of 13
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capture was assigned to State 2. Any capture without
enough information to determine State 0 or 2 was not
assigned a value for those states (left as NA). The resulting
dataset included binomial information (0, 1, or NA)
for belonging to each disease state (State 0, pre-FP; State 1,
FP; and State 2, post-FP) for each of the 4149 green turtle
captures.

A diagram of the model system is in Figure 3 and the
full model structure is shown in Table 1. The first level of
the model is a logistic regression to predict whether an
individual turtle will develop FP or not (Figure 3, Box A).
This level of the model could also be used to assess the fac-
tors of interest that may impact whether or not a turtle
develops FP, such as which nesting beach or oceanic habi-
tat the turtle came from, diet, genetic factors, toxicology
factors, immune factors like MHC genes (Martin et al., in

review), and many others. However, in this study, we did
not evaluate factors affecting FP development and assumed
random FP development. The second level is a modified
ordinal logistic regression to model the progression of FP
through each disease state based on SCL (Figure 3, Box B).
An ordinal logistic regression allows for ordered transition
from disease State 0 to State 1, and then State 1 to State
2, with no backward movement. We used an ordinal logis-
tic regression because there were no cases of an individual
developing tumors again. If intermittent FP occurs, it likely
only occurs during a brief period rather than many years
later, and would not impact the general structure of the
model. We made modifications to the standard ordinal
logistic regression to allow for different slopes, which was
necessary since transitions from State 0 to 1 and State 1 to
2 likely occurred at different rates.

F I GURE 2 Map of Indian River Lagoon study location on the east, central coast of Florida, USA. This is the site of a long-term juvenile

sea turtle sampling program conducted by UCFMTRG

4 of 13 KELLEY ET AL.
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F I GURE 3 Diagram of the fibropapillomatosis (FP) system for green turtles in the Indian River Lagoon, FL as it relates to the

hierarchical model of FP state. The first level of the model is a logistic regression that determines what happens in Box A. The second level

of the model is a modified ordinal logistic regression that determines what happens in Box B. IRL, Indian River Lagoon

TAB L E 1 Specification and structure of the Bayesian hierarchical model of fibropapillomatosis (FP) state for green turtles in the Indian

River Lagoon (IRL)

Hierarchical levels Model structure Definition of terms

Level 1—Logistic regression for
probability a turtle develops FP
while in the IRL

ZFP[i] ~ Bernoulli(ψFP[i])
logit(ψFP[i]) < �logit(int.FP)

i, each turtle capture
ZFP, whether or not a capture develops FP while

in the IRL
ψFP, probability of a turtle developing FP while in

the IRL

Level 2—Modified ordinal logistic
regression for progression through
FP states based on SCL

Z2[i] ~ Bernoulli(ZFP[i] � ψ2[i])
logit(ψ2[i]) < �logit(1 � ψ1cum[i])
Z1[i] ~ Bernoulli(ZFP[i] � ψ1[i])
logit(ψ1[i]) < �logit(ψ1cum[i] � ψ0[i])
logit(ψ1cum[i]) < �logit(S1 � [1 � int.

psi0] + int.psi0) � S2 � βSCL � SCL[i]
Z0[i] ~ Bernoulli(ZFP[i] � ψ0[i])
logit(ψ0[i]) < �logit(int.

psi0) � βSCL � SCL[i]

Z2, whether or not a capture is FP State 2
ψ2, probability a capture is FP State 2, provided

the turtle will develop FP in the IRL
Z1, whether or not a capture is FP State 1
ψ1, probability a capture is FP State 1, provided

the turtle will develop FP in the IRL
ψ1cum, cumulative probability a capture is FP

State 0 or 1, provided the turtle will develop
FP in the IRL

Z0, whether or not a capture is FP State 0; ψ0,
probability a capture is FP State 0, provided
the turtle will develop FP in the IRL

Other terms:
int.FP and int.psi0 are intercept parameters

between 0 and 1
S1 and S2 are scalars between 0 and 1; βSCL is a

positive coefficient
SCL[i] is the straight carapace length of each

capture

Note: Fibropapillomatosis State 0 is defined as never having had FP, State 1 is currently having FP, and State 2 is having recovered from FP.

ECOSPHERE 5 of 13
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We ran the model with OpenBUGS and R via the R
package R2OpenBUGS. We used uninformed priors and
set the MCMC settings to three chains of 80,000 iterations
with a 20,000-iteration burn-in and chains thinned by two.
We verified convergence of the model by inspecting trace
plots and verifying Rhat values were less than 1.1 for all
parameters. We evaluated goodness of fit by inspecting the
graphical plots of posterior predictive checks.

Data and code access

All data used in this study are publicly available on
Dryad (Mansfield, Kelley, et al., 2021a). Code is available
from Zenodo (Mansfield, Kelley, et al., 2021b).

RESULTS

Data summarization and initial statistical
analyses

The green turtle capture dataset from the IRL included
4149 captures of 3700 individuals, 388 of which were cap-
tured at least two times and 53 of which were captured at
least three times. Of the 388 turtles captured at least twice,
53 were captured without FP and subsequently captured
with FP, and 72 were captured with FP and subsequently
captured without FP. Of the 53 turtles captured at least
three times, there were no cases of recurring FP, where an
individual had FP, recovered, and then was captured again
with FP. For those turtles with three or more captures,
four individuals were first captured without FP, then with
FP, and then again recovered from FP; 12 individuals did
not have FP at any capture; 15 individuals had FP at every
capture; 9 went from not having FP to having FP; and
13 went from having FP to not having FP. The long-term
annual average FP rate (proportion of green turtle cap-
tures with FP) was 0.49 (0.10 SD), and the overall FP rate
of the entire dataset was 0.51. Green turtles captured in
the IRL and included in this study ranged from 22.0 to
78.6 cm SCL, with most captures between 30 and 60 cm
SCL (Figure 4). There was a positive skew in SCL of green
turtle captures, which could represent variation in size at
permanent emigration from the IRL and/or differences in
size-specific capture rates. Fibropapillomatosis rates were
highest for turtles between 30 and 50 cm SCL (Figure 5a).
There were small fluctuations in FP rates over time, typi-
cally ranging between 0.4 and 0.6, with a small spike in FP
rates during the late 1990s (Figure 5b). FP rates were
highest in fall and winter (Figure 5c).

The most informative logistic regression model for FP
occurrence based on DIC included interactive effects of

SCL and season (Table 2). Fibropapillomatosis probabil-
ity was higher during the fall season for turtles less than
approximately 45 cm SCL, but there were no differences
between seasons for larger turtles (Figure 6). For all sea-
sons, FP probability increased with SCL until about 35–
40 cm SCL and decreased thereafter (Figure 6).

Hierarchical modeling of FP state

The Bayesian hierarchical model of FP state reached con-
vergence, and graphical plots of posterior predictive checks
indicated good fit of the model and data. From Level 1 of
the model, an estimated 99.8% (95% credibility intervals
99.1%–100%) of juvenile green turtles in the IRL developed
FP, indicating that nearly every individual in the IRL is
affected by FP. Level 2 of the model indicated that turtles
quickly develop FP upon recruitment to the IRL and then
recover at different rates, with most completely recovering
before permanently emigrating from the IRL. The smallest
turtles (<30 cm SCL) had a relatively high probability of
being FP State 0, but by approximately 35 cm SCL there
was a very low probability of a turtle being FP State
0 (Figure 7a). Small- to intermediate-sized turtles (approxi-
mately 35–45 cm SCL) were most likely to be FP State
1, and this tracked very closely to the results of logistic
regression analysis (Figure 7b). Fibropapillomatosis State
2 probability steadily increased with SCL (Figure 7c). The
model predicts that almost every turtle (approximately
93%) will develop FP by 40 cm SCL, and over 90% fully
recover by 65 cm SCL (Figure 7d).

DISCUSSION

This study presents a modeling approach to assess the FP
disease system in juvenile green turtles, revealing insights
into FP dynamics. We found that almost every resident
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juvenile green turtle in the IRL study site likely develops
FP and subsequently recovers, at least from visible FP
(we did not evaluate turtles for the presence of internal,
nonvisible tumors). This is the first analysis of long-term
sea turtle data that suggests nearly every turtle in an
aggregation develops and recovers from FP.

Potential for differential capture
probability to affect hierarchical model

One major assumption of our hierarchical modeling
approach was that there must be no differences in cap-
ture probabilities between FP and non-FP turtles of the
same size. If the presence of FP tumors affects capture
probability, it could bias model results if not accounted
for because capture data would be skewed toward which-
ever group has higher capture probabilities. Therefore, it
is important to consider potential differences in capture
probabilities among FP and non-FP turtles. Due to the
nature of our dataset, we were unable to statistically

assess capture probabilities. Instead, we conceptually
reviewed the capture process for our study and carefully
considered where differences could occur before proceed-
ing with our hierarchical modeling approach.

Capture probability in this system could be described
by two processes: the probability of being available for
capture (in the IRL and near the net) and the probability
of getting tangled in the net. The process of getting tan-
gled in the net could be biased if FP turtles are more
likely to be captured due to the tendency for FP tumors
to get tangled in or snagged by the net. Other factors may

F I GURE 5 Proportions of juvenile green turtles with fibropapillomatosis (FP) captured in the Indian River Lagoon, FL from 1983 to

2018 based on (a) straight carapace length (SCL), (b) year, and (c) season

TAB L E 2 Comparison of deviance information criterion (DIC)

values of logistic regression models for fibropapillomatosis (FP)

status with covariates straight carapace length (SCL) and season

Model DIC

FP ~ (log SCL)2 + log SCL + (log SCL)2:
Season + log SCL:Season + Season

5141

FP ~ (log SCL)2 + log SCL + Season 5148

FP ~ (log SCL)2 + log SCL 5184

FP ~ Season 5715

Note: For these models, the covariate SCL was considered as the quadratic of
the logarithm transform of SCL. The top model included the interactive

effects of SCL and season. 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
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F I GURE 6 Results of a logistic regression model of

fibropapillomatosis (FP) probability based on interactive effects of

season and the quadratic of logarithm-transformed straight

carapace length (SCL). Dotted lines represent 95% credibility

intervals. Fall was the only season that significantly affected FP

probability, so this model grouped all other seasons besides fall for

better visual representation of the results. Fibropapillomatosis

probability was higher in fall for smaller turtles (<45 cm SCL)
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also contribute to differences in getting tangled between
FP and non-FP turtles, including potential differences in
turtle activity, vision, and swimming ability. However,
tangling probability is a relatively insignificant process
compared to availability probability. Recapture rates were
very low (<10% overall, estimated 4% annual recapture
probability; Borrowman, 2008) for green turtles in the
IRL, likely because the IRL is large and the probability of
an individual turtle being available for capture at the dis-
crete netting site is very low. Therefore, availability is the
driving factor in capture probability, so much so that dif-
ferences in getting tangled are likely negligible in overall
capture probability within our study.

Another question is whether FP status causes differ-
ences in availability at the sampling site. Differences in
behavior, survival, and size at permanent emigration
among FP and non-FP turtles could lead to differences in
availability. However, previous research suggests FP does

not have a major effect on growth rates or survival,
including in the IRL (Borrowman, 2008). There is cur-
rently no evidence to suggest there are differences in size
at emigration for FP and non-FP turtles, and FP is rare to
nonexistent in subadult/adult foraging sites, suggesting
turtles generally do not have FP at the time of emigra-
tion. Distinct behavioral differences between FP turtles
and non-FP turtles have never been documented, except
for severe cases of FP which are relatively uncommon in
IRL captures (Hirama & Ehrhart, 2007). However, there
may still be a subset of turtles that are severely affected
by FP in the IRL and are rarely captured due to behav-
ioral differences, and therefore not included in this
analysis.

The fact that the IRL is an open system where turtles
are free to come and go could affect availability at the
study site based on FP status, particularly if there are tran-
sient turtles from other sites with differing FP dynamics.
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F I GURE 7 Results of the Bayesian hierarchical model of fibropapillomatosis (FP) state for green turtles in the Indian River Lagoon, FL.

Dotted lines represent 95% credibility intervals. Each panel represents the probability of a turtle being in a particular FP state based on

straight carapace length (SCL), including (a) FP State 0 (never had FP), (b) FP State 1 (FP present), (c) FP State 2 (recovered from FP), and

(d) the cumulative probabilities of FP states 1 and 2 (has FP or has had FP). Turtles quickly transition from State 0 to State 1, with about 80%

of turtles developing FP by 35 cm SCL. Then turtles recover from FP at different rates, resulting in gradual transition from State 1 to State

2 (recovered). Over 90% of turtles fully recover from FP by 65 cm SCL
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The effects of nonresident transient turtles on our model
results would depend on the source and number of such
animals. For example, if large numbers of turtles with FP
briefly enter the IRL from other sites, that would likely
result in an overestimation of the proportion of turtles that
get FP in the IRL. However, if large numbers of turtles
without FP are transient in the IRL, it would have mini-
mal effect on our results because the bias would underesti-
mate FP rates of resident IRL turtles and our results
already suggest high FP incidence. There are also reasons
to assume the IRL is a relatively closed system for juvenile
turtles with minimal effects of nonresident turtles. The
IRL is connected to the Atlantic Ocean by very few, rela-
tively narrow inlets, which likely restricts free movement
in and out of the lagoon system. Another site on the ocean
side of the IRL site (~2 km straight line distance, separated
by a narrow barrier island) was also monitored by
UCFMTRG from 1989 to 2010 and was comprised of
almost entirely different turtles (<1% of individuals cap-
tured at both locations) of overlapping size ranges with
completely different FP rates (Hirama & Ehrhart, 2007).
Juvenile green turtles often display foraging site fidelity
within coastal habitats (Colman et al., 2015; Hancock
et al., 2018; Mendonça, 1983; Pilcher, 2010; Shimada
et al., 2014; Siegwalt et al., 2020). A short-term tracking
study in the IRL showed most turtles had small home
ranges at the IRL site (Redfoot & Ehrhart, 2008), but
there are no long-term studies on site fidelity in the IRL.
Relatively low recapture rates in the IRL (~8%; Long
et al., 2021) bring site fidelity into question, but the study
site is very small (~1 km2) relative to the useable area of
the IRL, which may lead to low recapture rates when con-
sidering the broader IRL system as a single foraging aggre-
gation. Additionally, many turtles in this study were
recaptured across long periods of time (average time
between recaptures was about 1.9 years, with 25 turtles
recaptured at least 5 years apart, UCFMTRG, unpublished
data), implying some level of long-term site fidelity may
exist. Thus, while it is possible that differences in FP cap-
ture probability could bias our model results, there is no
evidence to suggest substantial differences exist. Future
research could focus on evaluating long-term site fidelity
and habitat use in the IRL, which would also help clarify
the validity of our model of FP state.

Fibropapillomatosis disease dynamics

This study showed that nearly every resident juvenile green
turtle in the IRL develops and recovers from FP. While
this is the first report of near ubiquity of FP in a group of
sea turtles, other pathogens and diseases in wild, captive,
and human populations have similarly high incidences

with minimal effects on populations, with examples
including Mycoplasma in tortoises and birds (Jacobson
et al., 2014; Sawicka-Durkalec et al., 2021), Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis in bullfrogs (Garner et al., 2005; Peterson
et al., 2007; Schloegel et al., 2009), and herpesviruses in tur-
tles, elephants, and humans (Hardman et al., 2011; Hidalgo-
Vila et al., 2020; Prober, 2005). There are likely many other
green turtle aggregation sites that are also heavily affected by
FP, but do not have available data or data have not yet been
analyzed. The IRL has a 49% FP rate, and other sites have
had similar or higher apparent FP rates, with examples
including Hawaii (42%–65%; Aguirre & Lutz, 2004), Espírito
Santo Bay, Brazil (58%; dos Santos et al., 2010), Lake Worth
Lagoon, Florida (49%; Gorham et al., 2016), and Crystal
River, Florida (68%; Chabot et al., 2021). Those sites may also
have every resident green turtle affected by FP, for at least a
period of time, with older residents having already recovered.
But other sites still maintain no FP, low FP, or extremely var-
iable FP rates compared to the IRL, with some examples
including Trident Submarine Basin, Florida (~0%–23%;
Hirama & Ehrhart, 2007; UCFMTRG, unpublished data),
the worm-rock reef near the IRL site (~0%–33%; Hirama &
Ehrhart, 2007; UCFMTRG, unpublished data), Corisco
Bay, Gulf Guinea (~10%–27%; Formia et al., 2007), Hawaii
(~0%–60%; Chaloupka et al., 2009), and sites in Puerto
Rico (~0%–80%; Patrício et al., 2016). Future comparisons
of factors affecting FP dynamics within and among these
different sites could help clarify the epidemiology of FP.

What makes the IRL a hotspot for FP in green turtles?
We developed several hypotheses for this question based
on previous research and results from this study: (1) High
levels of ChHV5 are maintained in the IRL, leading to
quick infections and FP development for green turtles in
the IRL. High environmental ChHV5 loads may be
maintained by a consistent source of FP turtles or super-
spreader turtles described in Work et al. (2014), and may
also be facilitated by leeches which commonly parasitize
IRL turtles and can harbor ChHV5 at high viral loads
(Rittenburg et al., 2021). In addition, relatively low water
turnover rates in inshore habitats (like the IRL) com-
pared to coastal habitats could allow for accumulation of
ChHV5 particles. (2) Poor water and habitat qualities due
to runoff from nearby developed areas and attenuation of
pollutants lead to green turtles consistently developing
FP in the IRL. Environmental pollutants have been
suggested as potential contributing factors for FP devel-
opment, and FP rates are associated with inshore habitats
with lower water quality (dos Santos et al., 2010; Foley
et al., 2005; Herbst, 1994; Van Houtan et al., 2010). Addi-
tionally, stress from ontogenetic habitat and diet shifts
that occur when juvenile green turtles recruit from off-
shore to nearshore habitats (Bolten, 2003; T. T. Jones &
Seminoff, 2013) may be more severe in the IRL due to
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poor habitat quality, thereby promoting FP development.
(3) Turtles that use the IRL are genetically more suscepti-
ble to developing FP than those from other sites. Though
this hypothesis is unlikely since most juvenile green tur-
tle foraging aggregations are mixed-stock populations, it
could contribute to some extent given individual-level
variation in immune system genotypes (Martin et al., in
review). And finally, (4) viral variants of ChHV5 in the
IRL are more virulent or more transmissible than those
from other sites, leading to more infections and higher
FP incidence in the IRL. There are viral variants that
are more common in the IRL than other sites (Ene
et al., 2005), but the complete extent of ChHV5 variation
is not well-understood. All of our proposed hypotheses
are not mutually exclusive and could be valid in conjunc-
tion with one another. The IRL system is ideal for future
research to test these hypotheses on the etiology of FP,
particularly with comparisons of other juvenile green tur-
tle foraging sites.

Aside from the high prevalence of FP in the IRL, this
study also revealed other aspects of FP dynamics in the
IRL, including the progression of FP as a disease. Based
on Level 2 of the hierarchical model, turtles appeared to
quickly develop FP upon recruitment to the IRL. For
smaller turtles, FP probability was highest in fall. Turtles
may develop FP over the summer and into the fall while
temperatures are high (Herbst, 1994), and by fall the
tumors have developed enough to be seen. Then turtles
could recover at different rates, which would explain the
positive skew in FP rates with SCL. Future work should
investigate whether turtles recover at different rates and
assess what factors affect differential recovery rates, such
as resource availability, environmental factors, immune
genes, or other genetic factors. Our model also suggests
that nearly every turtle completely recovers from FP in
the IRL before typical permanent emigration size (90% at
65 cm SCL); this makes sense given that FP is rare in
adults (Work et al., 2004, reviewed in K. Jones et al.,
2016). Also of note were the relatively stable observed FP
rates over time, with annual FP rates typically ranging
between 0.4 and 0.6. With green turtle populations grow-
ing and a key finding of this study being that smaller
green turtles in the IRL were more likely to have FP, it
might be expected that FP rates would increase over time
as the size structure of the IRL shifts toward a higher pro-
portion of small turtles. However, our data did not show
an increase in FP rates over time, and notably there was
no trend in size structure over time in the IRL during this
study (Long et al., 2021).

The results of this study have potential positive and
negative implications for sea turtle conservation. Our
model suggests that a prominent juvenile foraging site
has almost all resident green turtles affected by FP. The

long-term effects of this are unclear because most work
in the IRL has been conducted after the emergence of
FP in the region. For other sites with low or no FP,
introduction of ChHV5 and/or changes in environmen-
tal conditions could lead to similarly high FP incidence.
However, despite the prominence of FP in the IRL,
green turtle populations are showing exponential
growth within regional rookeries, including those
(e.g., Florida) rookeries with stocks represented in the
IRL (Seminoff et al., 2015). This could suggest that wide-
spread mild-to-moderate FP rates like we see in the IRL
may have little impact on current population trajecto-
ries, though further work is certainly required to fully
characterize the conservation impacts of FP on sea tur-
tle populations.

Overall, there are still many unknowns in the FP dis-
ease system. The hierarchical model structure presented
here can be adapted and extended to other sites. For
the purposes of this study, we assumed FP randomly
develops within the IRL juvenile aggregation; however,
covariates can (and likely should) be added to Level 1 to
assess factors affecting whether or not turtles get
FP. More generally, the practice of modeling a system
piecewise in a hierarchical modeling framework can be
applied to many biological systems to provide more
insightful results (Direnzo & Campbell Grant, 2019;
Maunder & Punt, 2013; Zipkin & Saunders, 2018).
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